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Abstract

To compare industrial accidents and communicate on their consequences and nature, quantita-
tive measures have to be used. What is usually done is to put the values of the descriptors of an
accident into a categorisation scheme and then compare them with an absolute system of reference
Ž .absolute ranking of accidents . In this paper, based on approaches developed within the European
Union for accidental events causing major emissions, fires or explosions, a new method of scaling
by means of the relative ranking of the values of the quantitative measures describing such events
is presented. While the immediate objective of an absolute ranking type of scale is usually
communicating the risk-related significance of accidents, the relative ranking approach is proposed
to serve primarily as accident data analysis tool. After evaluating and discussing general
characteristics of a successful accident gravity scale and reviewing on this basis a few currently
available absolute ranking type of models, it is shown by way of example that the new relative
ranking approach might help reducing some of the weak points related to subjective modelling
assumptions still included in many existing approaches. The statistical methods used in this paper
are standard, although the author has not seen elsewhere the unified treatment of the models given
here, and their specific application to accident gravity scaling may be new. Further, although the
reasoning in the paper deals with industrial accidents only, there is no reason why it should not
also be applicable to disasters caused by natural hazards. q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V.

1. Conceptual background

As all physical human activities, the utilisation of industrial facilities bears risks to
human life and human health. Among the many possible definitions, let us here use the
probably most conventional one, where ‘risk’ is defined as ‘the likelihood of a specific
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w xeffect occurring within a specified period of time or in specified circumstances’, 1 . The
effect of an accident event to the surrounding of its immediate source of occurrence, i.e.
its consequence, can be characterised by an almost countless number of describing
factors, such as the damage to life or limb of human beings or animals, to the natural
resources, to property, etc.

Ž .Employing such in principle quantifiable accident descriptors, the risks associated
Žwith large disasters, e.g. a certain type of major industrial accident a major emission,

.fire or explosion , can be expressed in a numerical way, using some of the various
quantified risk assessment techniques. ‘Conventional’ risk measures, based on the above

Ž .definition of risk, produce plots of the cumulative frequency vertical axis of a specific
Ž . Žconsequence horizontal axis equalling or exceeding a certain magnitude ‘risk curve’,
.‘F–N curve’ . Such plots have the capacity to indicate on the basis of past event

observations the individual or social dimension of possible future accidents. If the
number of events observed in the past is not sufficient to estimate significant frequency
values or if the total observation time is not known, a simple histogram plotting the

Ž .absolute number of past events vertical axis versus a certain type of consequence
Ž .horizontal axis is often used for the same purpose instead of a risk curve. To avoid
ending up with histograms merely plotting one event occurrence for each consequence
value observed, the horizontal axis is scaled into various broad categories. Thus,

Žalthough this axis is in principle always discrete natural or rational numbers due to the
.discreteness and finiteness of energy and matter and therefore already relatively ‘coarse
Ž .grained’ by its nature, some further categorisation ‘scaling’ has usually to be applied to

classify the consequences into specific broad categories for which sufficient observa-
tional data are then available.

Ž .Most often, the only consequence of immediate interest is human deaths or injuries,
Ž .resulting in a mapping of historical data on major accidents in terms of their immediate

human consequences on the horizontal axis and their observed absolute number or
frequency on the vertical axis. However, whilst death and injuries are the most
immediately relevant and usually most easily identified consequences associated with
accidents, other consequences such as material damages, loss of production, social
disruption, ecological harm, etc. cannot be neglected when addressing the social
dimension of an accident.

2. Some basic characteristics of a gravity scale

2.1. ObjectiÕe and use

What is usually called an ‘Accident Gravity 1 Scale’ is nothing else but the scaled
horizontal axis of a risk curve or histogram in the above sense, and can be useful

Ž .Ø to promptly communicate to concerned parties in consistent terms the ‘risk-related
significance’ of accident events, and

1 ‘Gravity’ of an accident is the ‘total impact’ of an accident’s ‘combined’ descriptors.
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Ø to compare past accident data collections in a systematic way and thus to draw
various lessons learned, e.g. related to the effectiveness of different safety policies
adopted.
By putting events into a proper context, an accident gravity scale can create a

common framework of understanding on the relevance of an event among the parties
concerned. The result of an accident classification by using a gravity scale is a single or
multi parameter index, describing in one or more numbers the significance of an
accident to all parties concerned.

2.2. Target groups

In the case of industrial accidents, parties concerned can be the public around an
Žindustrial facility, the public in the country affected, the public in other countries when

.transboundary effects are taken into account , the company affected, the specific type of
industry affected, the government of the country where the event occurred, national or
international regulatory bodies and associations, international governmental organisa-
tions, etc.

Each of these parties has different, although often overlapping, interests and is
therefore likely to perceive the risk-related significance of the same accident in quite a
different way. A successful perception, evaluation and categorisation of an event by a
human being requires not only sufficient incoming information on the event, but also its
successful passing through a series of psychological filters, sorting out in the first
instance all the information he or she is ‘on principle’ not interested in, e.g. because of
his or her specific religious, cultural, national, intellectual, geographical, professional,
etc. foundation. In other words, the psychological background of a human being
determines to a large extent its perception of the gravity of an accident. Let us therefore
postulate that the gravity of an accident is essentially its perceived gravity.

Accordingly, people will consider an accident of having a relatively low gravity if its
Žconsequences are not of particular interest or concern to them e.g. strict Buddhist

believers without any special fondness for cattle might not be too much concerned about
2 .BSE since they never eat beef anyway .

On the other hand, an accident will be considered severe if the event is very unusual
in its specific consequences or nature, i.e. if people are very unfamiliar with the nature
of the event or its consequences, and if the possible yield of valuable information from it

Žis therefore very large. For example, both the public and the nuclear industry s the
.parties concerned perceived the Three Mile Island nuclear accident in 1979 as particu-

Ž .larly serious not because of its quite minor physical consequences, but because of its
Ž‘uniqueness’ and thus tremendous psychological impact an accident arising from a

.technology until then generally supposed to be ‘extremely safe’ . Its content of valuable

2 Ž .Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy BSE is a slowly progressing degenerative disease, affecting the
central nervous system of cattle and was first diagnosed in the UK in 1986. Possible noxious impact on
humans through consumption of beef is under discussion.
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Ž .information was at least at that time very high. In the case of Chernobyl, however,
some of the physical consequences were very serious. Although the total immediate

Ž .deaths toll was relatively low -20 people , the radiation exposure and overall
Ž .environmental impact were very large and, fortunately, also ‘extremely unusual’ , and

the entire accident was thus perceived as ‘extremely severe’. In other words, in contrast
to Three Mile Island, the psychological perception of the Chernobyl accident had a
well-founded material basis.

However, there is no reason why an evaluation of the risk-related significance of an
accident should be based only on its consequences. On the contrary, risk, as defined in
Section 1, is not simply a product type of function between likelihood and consequence
values, but an extremely complex multi-parametric function of ‘all’ circumstantial
factors around the event’s source of occurrence 3, including, among very many other
modelling parameters, the consequences. Again, depending on the particular target
group, there might be strong interest to include other factors than the consequences. For
example, if the accident gravity scale is designed to be an information exchange tool
among companies of the same industry type or among regulators, these target groups
might put the same or even a higher importance to factors describing the ‘nature’ of the

Ževent e.g. the quantity of dangerous material actually or potentially involved in the
.accident , the effectiveness of emergency measures taken or the type of lessons learned

from it.

2.3. Accident descriptors

Any information on accident events has to be structured in order to allow compar-
isons between events. Each such structuring involves a classification scheme, which is
the conceptual foundation of a database. Databases containing information on industrial
accidents consist of specific sets of data variables describing causes, circumstances,
evolution, consequences of, responses to, and lessons learned from accident events
observed and analyzed in the past.

In a database, major industrial accidents can, for example, be described with regard to
the following:

Ž Ž . .Ø accident type e.g. explosions, fires or eco- toxic releases ,
Ž Ž . .Ø substances involved e.g. explosive, flammable or eco- toxic ,

Ž .Ø immediate sources of accident e.g. during storage, process or transfer activities ,
Ž .Ø suspected causes e.g. equipment errors, human errors or environmental defects ,
ŽØ immediate effects e.g. human deaths, human injuries, ecological harm, national

.heritage loss, material loss or community disruption ,
ŽØ emergency measures taken e.g. triggering safety-related responses from on-site

.systems, external services, requiring sheltering, evacuation or decontamination ,
Ž .Ø immediate lessons learned e.g. in terms of prevention or mitigation .

3 In the mathematical evaluation of risk or rather in its presentation, most of these countless factors
‘disappear’ already in the accident event definition itself, which requires a finite characterization in order to
end up with a non-zero number of event observations.
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Employing such a classification scheme, sets of major accidents can be described and
further evaluated in consistent terms according to certain individual or combined
descriptive factors. As already mentioned, the choice of which factors describe an
accident’s gravity in a significant way is to a large extent conditional on the specific
target group for which the scale has been designed. The results of accidents scaling
might therefore be quite different for different target groups.

To end up with a quantitative statement on the gravity of an accident, all event
descriptors in the gravity scale taken from the database have to be quantifiable, i.e.

Ž . Ž .number s in, number s out. Input data for the scale are the raw data of the relevant
descriptors of an event from the database, i.e. free text, numbers or categories. Output
data are in the first step the numerical values of the quantitative measures of these
descriptors, such as the number of fatalities, the costs of production losses in monetary

3 Ž .units, the volume of polluted drinking water in m , etc. ‘absolute scores’ . In the second
step, the ‘relative score’ of each descriptor of an event is derived, indicating the relative
rating of its performance. In most existing approaches, this ‘scaling’ process is accom-
plished by putting the absolute score of the measure into a category window of a certain
width and assigning a natural valued number to it, coming from a superordinate absolute

Ž .reference scale ‘absolute ranking’ .

2.4. Necessary steps in designing a successful graÕity scale

Summing up the above considerations, the following five subsequent steps necessary
.for designing a successful accident gravity scale can be identified: 1 to define the target

.group for which the scale is to be designed, 2 to define the event descriptors in which
.the target group is most probably interested, 3 to formulate and quantify adequate

measures for these descriptors from the particular structure of the event database used,
.resulting in event-specific sets of absolute scores, 4 to scale these measures according
Žto the target group’s most probable way of perception e.g. by categorising each measure

. .and assigning relative scores , and 5 to combine the scores of the different measures
according to the target group’s most probable way of perception and produce a single

Žvalue expressing the gravity of an accident e.g. by using weighting factors or by taking
.the maximum value .

The outcome of this procedure will be a tool with the potential to effectively assist in
making accidents more readily comparable and more easily understandable for the
parties concerned, both in terms of their nature and their consequences.

3. Overview of some existing approaches

3.1. Bradford disaster scale

The Bradford Disaster Scale is a risk curve approach dealing with the consequences
of natural and anthropocentric disasters and has the objective to compare disasters

w xarising from different sources, 2 . Although the actual target group and thus the
practical usage of the scale is not really defined, both for natural and anthropocentric
disasters with each one having either 10 or more fatalities occurring andror total
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re-insurable damage cost exceeding US$1 million andror 50 or more people evacuated
as a result of the event, three consequence descriptors are separately mapped: the
number of fatalities, the re-insurable losses in million US$ and the number of people
evacuated. The measures of each of these three descriptors are defined by taking their

Ž .common logarithms and setting corresponding categories ‘scaling’ . No attempt is made
to combine for the same type of events the different ‘disaster scores’ arising from the
scaling of the three descriptors.

3.2. Swiss scale

The Swiss government has introduced an ‘index’ dealing with the consequences and
the ensuing emergency measures of an accident in an industrial facility in Switzerland to
be used for classifying conceivable scenarios during industrial risk assessments, which
then allows the governmental authorities to evaluate the risks imposed by the facility on

w xthe surrounding population and environment, 3 . For each event, nine quantifiable
descriptors related to accident impacts on man, animals, ecosystems, natural resources
and property are defined, each one linearly scaled in 10 equidistant categories between 0
and 1, and the resulting scores of each descriptor are compared. If no value clearly
dominates the others, a synthesisation of the nine values into a single value is suggested;
however, a corresponding formula is not given. Compared to the Bradford scale, not

Žonly the type of events under consideration is different industrial accidents in contrast
.to disasters caused by natural hazards , but also the objective is different: for the Swiss

Ž .Scale, the target group is clearly defined the governmental authorities , the event
Ž .descriptors are related both to consequences eight descriptors and to emergency

Ž .measures one descriptor , and a first attempt is made to ‘synthesise’ the scores from the
Ž .different descriptors by selecting a ‘clearly’ dominating one .

3.3. Fuzzy set approach

This is a variation of the Swiss Scale described above and allows, based on a fuzzy
set approach, the formulation of a single ‘disaster value’ from the scores of the nine

w xindividual accident descriptors, 4 .

3.4. MARS scale

To provide industry, governmental and research institutions with high quality infor-
mation on industrial accidents as a means of accident prevention, one of the require-
ments of the European Union’s Council Directive on the Control of Major-Accident

Ž . w xHazards Involving Dangerous Substances Seveso Directives 1,5 is that the Competent
Ž . ŽAuthorities CAs of the Member States notify all non-nuclear, non-military, non-min-

.ing, non-transport related major accidents involving dangerous substances which oc-
curred in their respective countries to the European Commission. For this purpose, the
Commission set up in 1984 an industrial accident notification scheme, the Major

Ž . w xAccident Reporting System MARS , see e.g. 6 . The MARS database is operated and
maintained by the Major Accident Hazards Bureau of the Commission’s Joint Research
Centre in Ispra, Italy.
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Information on the major accidents to be notified to MARS consists of both character
and numeric types of data in free text as well as in selection list type of format on events
and circumstances leading to the major accident, descriptions of the evolution of the

Ž .accident, consequences impact on humans, material loss, ecological harm, etc. , emer-
gency responses and lessons-learned. To ensure basic consistency in the understanding
of the characteristics of an accident to be notified, the CAs in the Member States have to
put these data into a special agreed-upon format, the so-called Accident Notification
Form. As a result of an iterative process, two such MARS reporting forms have been
established: the ‘short report’ is intended for use for immediate notification of an

Žaccident and consists of seven data variables corresponding to the ones listed in Section
.2.3 , and the ‘full report’ is prepared when the accident has been fully investigated, and

the causes, the evolution of the accident, and the consequences are fully understood
Ž .consisting of f180 data variables . The database currently holds information on about
300 accidents. The number of events reported so far is, fortunately, not very large, but
what makes this database unusual among industrial accident databases is the high level
of detail, which is usually sufficient to establish the detailed causes of the accident, both
the intermediate causes and the underlying root causes.

Initially, with the objective of creating a tool that permits rapid communication of
relevant accidents and enables better monitoring of safety, a gravity scale was developed
for MARS, which included three main descriptor groups for characterising a major

w xindustrial accident, 7 :
Ž . Ž .Ø danger actual or potential linked with the event two quantifiable descriptors ,

Ž .Ø consequences on man and the environment nine quantifiable descriptors ,
ŽØ mobilisation of rescue services and emergency measures three quantifiable descrip-

.tors .
Although mathematical operators, like taking the maximum score of each descriptor

or a combined average of all were discussed, no procedure on how to combine the
different scores was adopted.

After a trial period of some years and based on the results of an evaluation exercise
w xessentially analysing MARS data 8 , a new scale was adopted by the CAs in 1993 as an

analysis tool on a trial basis, producing a single-valued ‘Gravity Level G’ from a
natural-valued scale from Gs1 to Gs6. The following main considerations lead to the

w xformulation and provisional use of the new scale 8 :
Ø a single value might be easier to use than three values,
Ø substances potentially involved 4 in an accident should be excluded,
Ø additional environmental impact descriptors should be included.

Table 1 shows the proposed definitions of the accident descriptors used in this scale,
Žtheir quantitative measures and their respective scaling definition of six gravity

.categories with widths essentially determined by logarithmic scaling . Concerning the

4 Potentiallv involved refers to the worst reasonably foreseeable potential loss of inventory. It means the full
relevant amount that could, under ‘normal operating circumstances’, reasonably foreseeably have been lost
Ž . Žhaving regard to the particular circumstances if the amount lost had not been mitigated by the relevant

.emergency control measures, the emergency response or fortunate circumstances .
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w xAccident Gravity Scale as adopted for use as an analysis tool for industrial accidents notified to MARS, 7

Descriptor Gs1 Gs2 Gs3 Gs4 Gs5 Gs6

1 Quantity of Q-0.1% 0.1%FQ- FQ-10% 10%FQ- 1 to 10= QG10=

substance actually 1% 100% threshold threshold
Ž .lost or released Q in value value

% of threshold in
Directive
82r501rEEC

2 Quantity of -0.1 0.1FQ-1 1FQ-5 5FQ-50 50FQ-500 QG500
explosive actually

Ž .exploded Q
Ž .in TNT equivalent

Ž .3 Total number N of y 1 2–5 6–19 20–49 N G50
fatalities including:
number of y 1 2–5 6–19 20–49 N G50
employees from the
establishment,
number of y y 1 2–5 6–19 N G20
external rescue
people,
number of people y y y 1 2–5 N G6
among public

Ž .4 Total number N of 1 2–5 6–19 20–49 50–199 N G200
injuries with
hospitalisationG24
h, including:
number of 1 2–5 6–19 20–49 50–199 N G200
employees from the
establishment,
number of 1 2–5 6–19 20–49 50–199 N G200
external rescue
people,
number of people y y 1–5 6–19 20–49 N G50
among public
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Ž .Table 1 continued

Descriptor Gs1 Gs2 Gs3 Gs4 Gs5 Gs6

Ž .5 Total number N of 1–5 6–19 20–49 50–199 200–999 N G1000
slight injuries
treated at site or with
hospitalisation -24
h, including:
number of 1–5 6–19 20–49 50–199 200–999 N G1000
employees from the
establishment,
number of 1–5 6–19 20–49 50–199 200–999 N G1000
external rescue people,
number of y 1–5 6–19 20–49 50–199 N G200
people among public

6 Number of people y 1–5 6–19 20–99 100–499 N G500
Ž .N homeless or
unable to work due
to material damage
of building outside
the establishment

7 Number of residents y Nh-500 500F Nh- 5000F Nh- 50000F Nh- NhG500000
evacuated from 5000 50000 500000
home or sheltered at
home for more than
2 h times number of

Ž .hours Nhspersons=hours
8 Number of people y Nh-1000 1000F Nh- 10000F Nh- 100000F Nh- NhG1000000

deprived by 10 000 100000 1000000
interruption of
drinking water,
electricity, gas,
telephone, public
transport for more
than 2 h=number of

Žhours Nhspersons
.=hours
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Descriptor Gs1 Gs2 Gs3 Gs4 Gs5 Gs6

9 Wild animals killed, Q-0.1 0.1FQ-1 1FQ-10 10FQ-50 50FQ-200 QG200
injured, or
unsuitable for
human consumption
Ž Ž ..in t Q

10 Destruction of rarer P -0.1% 0.1%F P - 0.5%F P -2% 2%F P -10% 10%F P - P G50%
protected flora or 0.5% 50%
fauna species or
elimination through

Žhabit damage % of
Ž .population P in the

area affected by the
.accident

Ž .11 Cost C of material 0.1FC-0.5 MECU 0.5FC-2 2FC-10 10FC-50 50FC-200 CG200
damage in the MECU MECU MECU MECU MECU MECU
establishment
Žexpressed with
respect to 1993 as

.reference year
Ž .12 Cost C of 0.1FC-0.5 MECU 0.5FC-2 2FC-10 10FC-50 50FC-200 CG200

production losses in MECU MECU MECU MECU MECU MECU
the establishment
Žexpressed with
respect to 1993 as

.reference year
Ž .13 Cost C of property y 0.05FC-0.1 0.1FC-0.5 0.5FC-2 2FC-10 CG10

rproduction damage MECU MECU MECU MECU MECU
outside the
establishment
Žexpressed with
respect to 1993 as

.reference year
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Ž .Table 1 continued

Descriptor Gs1 Gs2 Gs3 Gs4 Gs5 Gs6
3 3Ž .14 Volume V of water V -1000 m 1000FV - 10000FV - 0.1FV - 1FV - V G10 Mm

3 3 3 3polluted 10000 m 100000 m -1Mm -10Mm
Ž .15 Area A, ha of soil or 0.1F A-0.5 0.5F A-2 2F A-10 10F A-50 50F A-200 AG200

undergroud water- ha ha
table subject to
pecific clean up or
decontamination
treatment

Ž .16 Length L of shore 0.1F L-0.5 0.5F L-2 km 2F L-10 km 10F L-50 50F L-200 LG200 km
or water course km km km
subject to clean up
or decontamination
treatment

Ž .17 Cost C of 0.01FC- 0.05FC-0.2 0.2 FC-1 1FC-5 5FC-20 CG20 MECU
environmental clean 0.05 MECU MECU MECU MECU MECU
uprdecontaminationr
restoration measures
Žexpressed with
respect to 1993 as

.reference year
Ž .18 Number N of y N-10 10F N-50 50F N-200 200F N- N G1000

people subject to 1000
long term medical

Žsurveillance )3
months after the
accident
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combination of the different scores for an event from the different descriptors, it is
generally proposed to consider the maximum G-value as the overall gravity of the
accident.

4. Comparison of the presented approaches

Although the Bradford scale employs an intuitively appealing method of scaling by
Žtaking the logarithm it seems likely that people will assign the same gravity to accidents

causing 12 and 16 fatalities, respectively, but will clearly not do so for accidents causing
.12 and 108, or 120 and 3000 fatalities, respectively , some serious limitations remain

Žwith this approach: Although the basic objective is defined ‘‘ . . . to enable disasters to
w x.be compared within a broad perspective framework’’ 2 , there is no explicit statement

Ž .on the practical use of the scale missing target group , descriptors related to conse-
quences only are taken into account, and no suggestion how to combine the scores from
these three descriptors is given.

The Swiss Scale clearly defines the target group and thus its practical use. Further,
descriptors related both to consequences and to ensuing emergency measures are
included. However, apart from the recommendation to take a ‘clearly’ dominating score,
no further guidance is given how to combine the descriptors and produce a single-valued
accident gravity. Further, the reasons for selecting a linear scaling are not explained.

The Fuzzy Set Approach is an extension of the Swiss Scale, synthesising the
individual descriptor scores into a single ‘disaster value’ by using fuzzy set techniques.
However, the problem of justifying the linear scaling remains.

The MARS Scale is attractive because of its clear statement of objective and its large
Žnumber of descriptors related to consequences many of them describing environmental

.impact , to emergency and restoration measures, and to the ‘nature’ of the event itself
Ž .e.g. quantity of substances actually lost or released . Further, since the results can be
summarised in a single index, ranging from Gs1 to Gs6, the scale permits in
principle rapid and simple communication with the parties involved. As can be seen
from Table 1, the scaling is essentially logarithmic and the proposed way of combining

Ž .the scores of the descriptors is clear taking the maximum G-value . What remains
questionable with this approach is whether or not logarithmic scaling makes sense for all
descriptors, e.g. for those related to environmental impact. It is not necessarily obvious
why one should have, quite independent of the target group, a different perception of an
accident that requires, for example, a clean up or decontamination treatment of shore or

Ž . Ž .water course in the length of 5 km Gs3 and of one that requires 15 km Gs4 .
One characteristic common to all of the above approaches is the comparison of the

categorised values of the accident descriptors with a ‘superior’ absolute system of
reference, e.g. the G-index in the case of the MARS Scale. All these absolute ranking
type of gravity scales have the problem of justifying both the particular widths of the
descriptors’ categories and their assumed correspondences across the various descriptors.
Taking the MARS Scale as an example, why should an accident causing one person

Ž .homeless due to material damage of buildings outside the establishment Gs2 be of
Ž .the same gravity as an accident causing one fatality Gs2 , or, on the other hand, why
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Ž .should an accident causing 300 slight injuries Gs5 be considered much more serious
Ž .than an accident causing five fatalities Gs3 ? In the case of comparing impacts on

man and ecosystems, the situation becomes even more controversial.

5. A new approach based on relative ranking of accidents

In this section, based on the above general considerations on a ‘successful’ accident
Ž .gravity scale, a new approach for the scaling of industrial accidents or natural disasters

is presented and exemplarily illustrated by using the MARS Scale descriptors. It is
proposed that this new relative ranking approach reduces some of the above-mentioned
subjective assumptions related to an absolute ranking type of gravity scale. However, the
objective and thus the practical applicability of the two approaches are quite different.
While the immediate objective of an absolute ranking type of scale is usually the
communication of the risk-related significance of accidents, the relative ranking ap-
proach is proposed to serve primarily as an accident data analysis tool.

5.1. Definition of the target group

Taking MARS as an example of a well-defined industrial accidents database, the
events included in this database are so-called ‘major accidents’, a relatively vague

w xdefinition which, in the original Seveso Directive 5 was paraphrased in general terms
and did, for example, not include any quantitative threshold criteria on event conse-

w xquences. Although this is now overcome with the new Directive 1 , it can be assumed
that the general understanding of the CAs on accidents to be notified to MARS has
always been that all these events must have as basic common feature the potential to
affect many people. Thus, the common characteristic of these events is, besides their
‘unwantedness’, their ‘unwontedness’ in terms of their large consequences and some-
how unusual or unexpected nature. The contents of valuable information of such events
is considered to be high.

For such type of events, an accident gravity scale could in principle be used, further
to communicating the risk-related significance of events, as a tool for selecting those
events which are ‘most interesting’ and yield ‘most valuable’ information for the
formulation of lessons learned and further risk-related decision-making. Further, it could
be of interest to detect significant trends in the thus-defined ‘information value’ of
events included in the database across time and thereby have a continuous indication on
the actual quality of the database. In summary, an accident gravity scale based on
MARS type of events could be used for comparing the accidents notified on the basis of
their consequences and nature, and communicating the findings to the data suppliers, i.e.
the CAs responsible for the notification of accidents, and to the wider user community.

5.2. Definition of accident descriptors and adequate quantitatiÕe measures

The set of accident descriptors included in Table 1 can be considered consistent and
sufficient enough to describe the nature of an accident, its immediate and long-term
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consequences, and the ensuing emergency measures in a significant way. All physical
measures proposed in the table can be quantified from MARS raw data.

5.3. Scaling of measures

Once the event descriptors are defined and their measures quantified for each event in
the database, the resulting set of ‘absolute scores’ has to be scaled, i.e. the relative rating
of a particular event with respect to its descriptors has to be determined within a broader
system of reference. As already mentioned, what is usually done for this purpose is to
put the absolute scores into pre-defined categories and assign related relative score
numbers to them, essentially corresponding to the index of the respective category. The
problem with this approach is, of course, the determination of an ‘adequate’ width of the
categories of each descriptor. Further, it is often postulated that same category widths
apply to different descriptors. To avoid subjectivity in the determination of the category
widths of the various descriptors, let us here propose to replace the n absolute scores si , j

of each of the is1,2, . . . ,m descriptors for the js1,2, . . . ,n events in the database by
Ž .their relative percentiles r ‘relative ranks’ . The necessary assumption here is that thei , j

absolute scores of all descriptors can numerically be compared across events, e.g. from
‘worst’ to ‘best’ performance in terms of the accident consequences.

The procedure is as follows.
We start by collecting all m=n absolute scores s from the database and list themi , j

in descriptor-specific series in ascending order of the events inserted into the database
Žwhich usually corresponds to a trend in time, reflecting the time-dependent notification

.of events . This results in a matrix scheme, whose rows represent the event descriptors
and whose columns represent the events,

� 4s , s , . . . , s , . . . , s1,1 1,2 1, j 1,n

� 4s , s , . . . , s , . . . , s2,1 2,2 2, j 2,n

. . .
� 4s , s , . . . , s , . . . , si ,1 i ,2 i , j i ,n

. . .
� 4s , s , . . . , s , . . . , sm ,1 m ,2 m , j m ,n

Next, the absolute scores of each descriptor-specific row are arranged in ascending
Ž .order where smaller values reflect better performance , resulting in one of the mPn!

possible ordered series, e.g.:

� 4s Fs F . . . Fs1,7 1,5 1,47

� 4s Fs F . . . Fs2,19 2,8 2,3

. . .
� 4s Fs F . . . Fsi ,2 i ,9 i ,11

. . .
� 4s Fs F . . . Fsm ,33 m ,8 m ,12
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The absolute ranks R of the absolute scores s in each of these m thus orderedi , j i , j
� 4 Ž .series are 1,2, . . . ,n , respectively, representing the index from best R s1 to worsti , j

Ž X. 5
Xperformance R sn . Only if a series would contain aq1 absolute scores betweeni , j

s and s with the same values, then each absolute score within this tie would bei , j i , jqa

w xgiven an average absolute rank value R s . . . sR s jqar2, 9 .i , j i , jqa

Now, with regard to scaling the m accident descriptors for the n events, it is intended
to scale each measure in a way that gives the relative degree to which each one reflects

Žhigh risk-related significance e.g. large extent of consequences of a certain type or large
.amount of substances involved in the accident . A standard statistical approach for this

purpose is to replace each absolute score of each descriptor of each event by the fraction
of absolute scores of the same descriptor of all the other events being ‘better’ than the

Ž .one under consideration. In the case of using undesired consequences as accident
Ždescriptors, ‘better’ would stand for smaller consequences smaller number of fatalities,

.smaller production losses, smaller volume of polluted drinking water, etc. . This
amounts to replacing each absolute score s and related absolute rank R by itsi , j i , j

R y 1i j
Xrelative percentile or relative rank r , as follows: r s .i , j i j n

Ž .As a simple example again, related to consequences , consider five accident events
causing

� 4s s0, s s1, s s3, s s11, s s8 fatalities, and1,1 1,2 1,3 1,4 1,5

� 4s s100, s s50, s s3, s s2, s s75 injuries.2,1 2,2 2,3 2,4 2,5

� 4 � 4The absolute ranks of these two series are 1, 2, 3, 5, 4 and 5, 3, 2, 1, 4 ,
respectively. The relative ranks for the ordered absolute scores series of these two

� 4 � 4descriptors, s -s -s -s -s and s -s -s -s -s , are, re-1,1 1,2 1,3 1,5 1,4 2,4 2,3 2,2 2,5 2,1

spectively:

� 4r s0.0, r s0.2, r s0.4, r s0.8, r s0.6 , and1,1 1,2 1,3 1,4 1,5

� 4r s0.8, r s0.4, r s0.2, r s0.0, r s0.6 .2,1 2,2 2,3 2,4 2,5

w xEach thus scaled descriptor has values g 0,1 and has a natural interpretation: Poorer
performance and therefore relatively greater risk-related significance is reflected by
higher relative rank values. In this sense, an event-specific value of, e.g. 0.8 indicates
that 80% of the other events included in the database had, for the specific descriptor
under consideration, a performance being better than that of the present event. In other
words, the relative rank of the descriptor of a certain event indicates the relative degree
to which this event performs, with respect to the particular descriptor chosen, worse than
the other events included in the sample. In short: the higher the relative rank of an
event’s descriptor, the worse the relative performance of the event with regard to this
descriptor.

5 In general, nX F n. Only if for some events descriptor values are missing, nX
- n.
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Applying this approach to all of the is1,2, . . . ,m quantifiable descriptors of the
js1,2, . . . ,n events in the database results in a matrix of m=n relative rank values r ,i , j

where each event is characterised by a set of m individual values.
The thus scaled descriptors have valuable properties.
.1 The relative ranks give a direct read-out of the degree of relative deviating

performance and thus of the relative risk-related significance of an accident.
. Ž w x.2 Since the scaled descriptors have a common scale values g 0,1 , different types

of descriptors of a single event or the same descriptors of different events can be
combined to give more overall indications on the risk-related significance of accidents
or accident characteristics, as will be discussed in the Section 5.4.

.3 Because the scaled descriptors are basically percentiles, various classical statistical
analyses can be performed on the individual or combined eventsrevent-descriptors.
These analyses must not only be capable of identifying deviations and trends, but also
must be capable of straightforward interpretations. Some possible methods are suggested
in Section 5.5.

5.4. Combination of the different measures

The above-defined scaled descriptors have a common scale and can thus be combined
to give an overall description of the risk-related significance of an accident. Two
proposed alternative methods for combining descriptors are to obtain the average and to
pick the maximum of the relative ranks.

.1 The average of the relative ranks of all the js1,2, . . . ,n events with respect to a
1 nparticular descriptor i, r s Ý r , indicates the average risk-related significance ofi js1 i, jn

the descriptor with regard to all events.
.2 The average of the relative ranks of all the is1,2, . . . ,m descriptors of a particular

1 mevent j, r s Ý r , indicates the average risk-related significance of the event withj is1 i, jm

regard to all its descriptors relative to all other events.
.3 The maximum of the relative ranks of all the js1,2, . . . ,n events with respect to a

� 4particular descriptor i, r sMax r , indicates the overall risk-related significance ofi j i , j

the descriptor with regard to all events.
.4 The maximum of the relative ranks of all the is1,2, . . . ,m descriptors of a

� 4particular event j, r sMax r , indicates the overall risk-related significance of thej i i , j

event with regard to either of its descriptors relative to all other events.
Each of these combined descriptors has its own features and areas of application.

Concerning application to a cross-national database like MARS, the typical target group
of interest, the CAs, is likely to be primarily interested in accidents which have
particularly ‘rare’ or ‘unexpected’ characteristics. An accident gravity scale would then
have to serve primarily as a tool to select events with high ‘information value’, e.g. in
terms of the extent of consequences, the quantities of substances involved, the extent of
emergency or evacuation measures, etc. For this particular target group, the potential
yield of valuable information might be largest from events with maximum relative ranks

Ž .and r or r would thus be measures of particular interest. On the other hand, for morej i

overall trend analyses, the changes in the average relative ranks of events, i.e. in their
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Ž .average risk-related significance, could be studied, and r or r would here be measuresj i

of particular interest.

5.5. Some proposed statistical tests on the ranked data

5.5.1. Quantifying the leÕel of risk-related significance of accidents
The level of risk-related significance of an accident or set of accidents versus all

other accidents in the database can be evaluated by using, for example, the Kol-
mogorov–Smirnov Two-Sample Test, which allows to determine if two samples come
from the same distribution, i.e. to show the difference between any two distributions.
The procedure of this test is standard, can be found in any textbook on mathematical

w xstatistics, e.g. 9 , and powerful because of its nonparametric character. It calculates the
maximum distance between the cumulative distribution functions of the two samples. If
this distance is large enough, the null hypothesis that the two distributions are the same
is rejected at a certain level of significance. By showing the difference between the

Žobserved distribution of the ranks of different sets of events e.g. different by country,
.period of reporting, etc. , this test can be used to indicate the significance in the

difference between accidents. If the difference between certain accidents and the entire
set of remaining accidents in the database is determined, the test can be used for
selecting those events which are ‘most unusual’ and thus contain ‘most valuable’
information with respect to certain descriptors of interest.

5.5.2. Trend analysis of accident descriptor ranks
Since each rank series r represents essentially a time trend for accidentisconst., j

Ž .descriptor i in terms of the time of accident notification or inclusion in the database ,
the m plots of accident descriptor ranks across event numbers js1,2, . . . ,n give
information on the time-dependency of accident characteristics. To test for significant
time trends, Kendall’s Tau test could be proposed for application to the m series of rank
values r in order to determine if there is a significant correlation with the eventisconst., j

j w xnumber , see e.g., 9 . At a certain significance level, a correlation value y1 would
indicate perfect disagreement, a value q1 perfect agreement. A trend could be deter-
mined to be significant if the significance level is less than, say, 0.05. Significantly
improving or deteriorating trends in the rank values could, for example, be traced back
to changes in safety policy or to input from lessons learnt from past accidents.

5.5.3. Quantifying the ‘completeness’ of a database
Let us define a ‘complete’ database as an information pool which contains informa-

tion on events of all possible characteristics, i.e. of all descriptor values and all possible
combinations therefrom. In such a database, any event is, with respect to any of its
descriptors, equally likely to have any rank. In other words, the rank distribution of a
‘complete’ accidents database is discrete-uniform. Again, the Kolmogorov–Smirnov
statistic could be used to determine if two samples come from the same distribution. By
showing the difference between the observed distribution of all event descriptor ranks at
a particular time, i.e. the then current state-of-completeness of the database, and a
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uniform distribution, i.e. the ‘complete’ database, this test can be used to indicate the
completeness of the database.

6. Application of absolute and relative ranking to selected mars data: comparison
of approaches

To illustrate the applicability of the relative ranking approach, a small case study with
event data from accidents notified to MARS has been performed. The sample data
consist of ns14 accidents reported to MARS by one CA over a period of three years,
each notified in the form of the above-mentioned MARS short andror full reports.
Although this sample represents only about 5% of all accidents currently included in
MARS, the selected events are a fairly typical sample in terms of completeness and
accuracy of information.

First, for these events, the absolute scores of the ms18 event descriptors included in
Ž .the above MARS Scale see Table 1 have been determined together with the absolute

ranking type G-values, as shown in Table 2. In this table, the symbol ‘?’ indicates those
data categories for which no absolute scores could have been determined from the raw
data.

As can be seen from this table, in our example, for an elaborated data classification
Žscheme such as the MARS Scale, about three quarters of the data categories matrix

.cells have ‘0’ values. Further, also about three quarters of the accident descriptors
Ž .especially those related to environmental effects result, across the events considered, in
‘0’ values only. Although this result could in principle be an indication of a too detailed
or non-adequately tailored structure of the MARS Scale, it might in this case rather be a
peculiarity of the small sample of events analyzed and should therefore not be
generalised at this stage. A more interesting result is to see that only about 10% of the
data categories could not have been quantified at all due to missing or unreliable
information, which might be an indication of the relatively good quality of the database
as a whole. The distribution of G-values for these 14 events is shown in Fig. 1.

w xThe notification criteria for the new Seveso Directive 1 result in the obligation of
w xreporting accidents with gravity values GG2 and GG3, 6 , harmonising the obligation

Fig. 1. MARS accidents sample: gravity values.
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Table 3
MARS accidents sample: relative ranks

Descriptor Event 1 Event 2 Event 3 Event 4 Event 5 Event 6 Event 7 Event 8 Event 9 Event 10 Event 11 Event 12 Event 13 Event 14

1 0.38 0.25 0.75 0.88 0.63 0.00 0.13 0.50
2
3 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.93 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43
4 0.39 0.93 0.39 0.39 0.86 0.39 0.39 0.39 0.39 0.39 0.39 0.39 0.39 0.39
5 0.32 0.79 0.32 0.71 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.86 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.93 0.32 0.32
6 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46
7 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46
8 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46
9 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46
10 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46
11 0.13 0.63 0.38 0.75 0.50 0.88 0.13 0.13
12 0.13 0.63 0.13 0.88 0.50 0.75 0.13 0.38
13 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46
14 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46
15 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50
16 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46
17 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46
18 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46
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Table 4
MARS accidents sample: final relative ranks

Descriptor Event 1 Event 2 Event 3 Event 4 Event 5 Event 6 Event 7 Event 8 Event 9 Event 10 Event 11 Event 12 Event 13 Event 14

1 0.38 0.25 0.75 0.88 0.63 0.00 0.13 0.50
3 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.93 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43
4 0.39 0.93 0.39 0.39 0.86 0.39 0.39 0.39 0.39 0.39 0.39 0.39 0.39 0.39
5 0.32 0.79 0.32 0.71 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.86 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.93 0.32 0.32

11 0.13 0.63 0.38 0.75 0.50 0.88 0.13 0.13
12 0.13 0.63 0.13 0.88 0.50 0.75 0.13 0.38

r 0.43 0.93 0.43 0.71 0.93 0.75 0.88 0.86 0.88 0.50 0.88 0.93 0.43 0.50max

r 0.38 0.72 0.28 0.51 0.69 0.47 0.51 0.51 0.53 0.36 0.55 0.58 0.26 0.36avg
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to notify accidents with large consequences while giving the freedom to report accidents
Ž .with smaller consequences as well as precursors ‘near-misses’ , which is also reflected

in the event distribution in Fig. 1.
To compare these absolute ranking type of results with the proposed new relative

ranking approach, the relative ranks for the data in Table 2 have been quantified, as
summarised in Table 3.

ŽSince series of relative ranks with only ‘?’, ‘0’ or combinations of both i.e.
.descriptors 2, 6–10, 13–18 , include just same data values without any relative degrees

of performance, they have been excluded from the process of combining the relative
ranks from the various descriptors, resulting in a final table of relative ranks, as shown
in Table 4.

From that, the average relative ranks r and the maximum relative ranks r have beenj j

calculated for each event j across descriptors is1,3,4,5,11,12 and compared with the
Ggravity values normalised on a scale between 0 and 1, G s , as shown in Fig.Ž0,1. G s 6ma x

2.
Ž .As can be seen from this figure, about 50% of the events a2, 4, 5, 8, 10, 11, 12

have maximum relative rank values r being much larger than the normalised Gmax Ž0,1.
Ž .values. In all these cases, G values are average G F0.5, i.e., GF3 and the averageŽ0,1.

relative rank values r are in many cases about the same as r . In other words, usingavg max

the relative instead of the absolute ranking approach as a data analysis tool with r asmax

the measure of interest, results in about 50% more events considered worth to be
Žanalyzed and discussed in more detail assuming that a possible use of the absolute

ranking type of scale for data analysis purposes concentrates on events with G-values
.)3 . Further, the distributions of r and r among the events considered are quitemax avg

Ž .similar. In many cases, the same is true for the distributions of r or r and G 0,1 .max avg
Ž .The few cases in which this is clearly not true e.g. events 2 and 8 are again interesting

Ž .for further analysis see also above selection of events . The tests on significance of
events, trend analysis and completeness of the database, proposed in Section 5.5, should

Fig. 2. MARS accidents sample: absolute and relative ranking results.
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not performed here since the set of events considered is both too small and too
Ž .homogeneous a single country reporting .

This example has shown that the proposed relative ranking approach performs clearly
better than the absolute ranking approach for the purposes of database analysis and
selection of ‘interesting’ events therefrom. However, for the purpose of communicating
relevant accidents, e.g. with the public, preference should be given to absolute ranking
since its results are more concise and immediately understandable.

7. Conclusions and remaining problems

In this paper, after discussing basic characteristics of a successful accident gravity
scale and reviewing on this basis some typical existing absolute ranking type of
approaches, a new method of gravity scaling based on the assignment of relative ranks
of accident descriptor scores has been presented and discussed. The method is based on
standard statistical methods, is easy to apply and its results are straightforward to
interpret. Since the numerical outcome, i.e. the rank values, are essentially percentiles, a
number of classical statistical tests on, for example, significant differences in perfor-
mance, trends or completeness of information can be undertaken. Some first proposals in
this direction have been made.

An essential element of the new method is that, in contrast to all existing approaches
in the area known to the author, all results and conclusions are based only on
information included in the particular database chosen. That is, the gravity of an
accident is a value derived from comparison of the event to all other events in this very

Ž .database relative ranking , and not a value derived with respect to an ‘absolute’ system
Ž .of reference absolute ranking . In the author’s opinion, this is a significant merit, since

the method uses information from only one source and thereby avoids introduction of
Ž .any often hidden inconsistencies in the data pool used. Due to this peculiarity, the

scaling value of an accident is most likely to change each time a new event is inserted
into the database. However, since the average human mind has the tendency to put less
and less weight to past accidents the ‘more spectacular’ and the ‘more unusual’ new
accidents are, this characteristic element of the relative ranking approach seems to
adequately reflect the functioning of ‘typical’ human psychology.

Applying this method to a well-structured accidents event database such as MARS
. w xwould result in: 1 the assignment of a single gravity value g 0,1 in the sense of a

relative rank to each event included in the database, indicating the relative degree of
.performance with respect to certain event characteristics of interest, 2 an unambiguous

and consistent selection criterion, sorting out all those events which are worth to be
.analyzed and discussed in further detail, 3 trends of all quantifiable accident descriptors

of interest, depicting overall significant changes in the characteristics of industrial
.accidents, and 4 a quantitative indication on the completeness and thus relative

information value of the database used.
These results could primarily be used to analyse events in a database and thus

facilitate or enable consistent communication on accidents and accident trends of interest
among the parties concerned.
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Yet, some problems and limitations related to this method remain.
.1 Size of the database. As mentioned above, the relative rank values of past events

change with each new event, and they are likely to ‘fluctuate’ significantly as long as
the database includes only a small number of events, although there might not be real
underlying ‘physical’ justification for such a behaviour.

.2 Completeness of the database. A large number of missing data values for certain
accident descriptors in the sample might significantly distort the ‘true’ risk-related
significance of an accident event. This has to be very carefully taken into account when
selecting the accident descriptors to be considered for the gravity scaling process.

.3 Structure of the database. In general, scaling and the results derived from it depend
very much on the specific set of accident descriptors chosen. Thus, the definition of
adequate accident descriptors for which significant and sufficient data are available is far
from being a trivial task, requiring large experience in the collection, preparation and
analysis of accidents data.
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